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Introduction!

◆  Old teaching material (from 1982!), developed by 
teams of teachers and researchers!

◆  Good teaching materials!!
◆  Similar to what you intend to develop!

●  Same age group 14-15 years old!
●  Sound and materials - oscillations, sound and noise pollution!

◆  But!
●  Content not really the same!
●  Needs to be updated!
●  Needs to be adapted to the Spanish school!



Table of contents!

1.  Introduction!
2.  General aims and structure!
3.  Texts for teachers!

3.1 Examples of conflicts about noise 
pollution!

3.2 Sound level L in dB(A)!
3.3 Average of noise levels!
3.4 Basics from biology and medicine!
3.5 Law and politics about noise 

pollution!
3.6 Basic physics for reducing noise 

technology!
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material!
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oscillations!
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4.4 Noice level L in dB(A)!



Table of contents 2!

4.5 Effects to health!
4.6 Conflicts about noise pollution!
4.7 Technical measures against noise!

5. Texts for students!
6. Suggestions for test items 

and some results!
7. List of apparatus!
8. Literature, materials, 

addresses!
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!



Special ideas and materials!

◆  Interdisciplinary approach: Physics + biology/
medicine + law/politics + technology!

◆  Pupils do a role play about a conflict with noise 
pollution!

◆  There comes an audio tape with the material!
◆  Examples of conflicts about noise pollution from 

news papers!
◆  Written material for pupils!

◆  Test items!
◆  List of apparatus!



Roles in a role play!

◆  The person who produces the noise!
◆  The person who suffers!

◆  The police!
◆  The judge!
◆  The expert of measurements!
◆  The expert of technical help!
◆  The expert of help from administration!

Informations for every role in the curriculum!



Contents of my talk!

1.  Measurement of sound level in dB(A)!
2.  Physics background!

3.  Biological knowledge about ear and deafness!
4.  Knowledge about law and where to get help!
5.  Technical knowledge (sound and materials)!



1. Measurement of sound level in dB(A)!

a. Theoretical background for teachers!



Definition of intensity!

€ 

Intensity =
Power
Area

=
Energy

Time × Area



Definition and examples of levels!



The average noise level Lm!



The A-curve!



1. Measurement of sound level in dB(A)!

b. Using a level meter and several 
examples!



Measuring noise level!



Sensibility of an A-level meter  
at different frequencies!



Measuring noise in our everyday life!



1. Measurement of sound level in dB(A)!

c. Noise measurement of two equal 
sources!



Two equal noise sources = +3 dB!



1. Measurement of sound level in dB(A)!

d. A list of examples!



A list of examples!



2. Physics background!

Amplitude and frequency!



Need of amplitude and frequency - audiogram!



Measurement of amplitude!



Measurement of amplitude!

A!



Definition and measurement of frequency!

Definition!
◆  Frequency = 

nuber of 
oscillations per 
second!

Measurement!
◆  Counted by an 

electronic 
counter!



3. Biological knowledge  
    about ear and deafness!

a. Theoretical background for teachers!



Probability of deafness!



3. Biological knowledge  
    about ear and deafness!

b. The ear: !
Permanent, incurable loss of hearing!



The ear: Outer ear, middle ear, inner ear!



The inner ear (cochlea)!



3. Biological knowledge  
    about ear and deafness!

c. Deafness and audiograms!



Examples of real audiograms from a doctor!



We take an audiogram ourselves!



We take an audiogram ourselves!



The A-curve!



Audiogram!



Permanent, incurable loss of hearing!



Probability to get deaf!



3. Biological knowledge  
    about ear and deafness!

d. Other effects of noise pollution!



Other health damage from noise pollution!

◆  Increases blood pressure!
◆  Has negative cardiovascular effects such as changing 

the way the heart beats!
◆  Increases breathing rate!

◆  Disturbs digestion!
◆  Can negatively impact a developing fetus, perhaps 

contributing to premature birth!

◆  Makes it difficult to sleep, even after the noise stops!
◆  Intensifies the effects of factors like drugs, alcohol, 

aging and carbon monoxide!



Effect of noise on skin resistance!



Effect of noise on increase of blod pressure!



4. Knowledge about law  
and where to get help!

Types of conflicts!



Where can you get help?!

◆  Excerpts from laws!
●  EU!
●  Own country (here from 1974, Germany)!
●  Communities!

◆  Institutions!
●  Police!
●  Some community counsils!



(1) Noise in the neighbourhood!

Excerpts from laws!

Responsible institutions!



(2) Industrial noise in the neighbourhood!

Excerpts from laws!

Responsible institutions!



(3) Noise at the workplace!

Excerpts from laws!
Responsible institutions!



(4) Trafic noise!

Responsible institutions!

Maximal allowed noise level:!

Excerpts from laws!



5. Technical knowledge  
    (sound and materials)!

a. Basic knowledge for teachers!



Intensity J!

€ 

Intensity =
Power
Area

=
Energy

Time × Area



Basic concepts!

Ie: Intensity of entering sound!
Ir: Intensity of reflected sound!

Iw: Intensity of sound transformed into heat!
Ik: Intensity of sound going on in solid!
Id: Intensity of sound coming through!



Definition of noise reduction!



Noise reduction behind a wall!



Noise reduction behind a window!



5. Technical knowledge  
    (sound and materials)!

b. Properties of different materials/barriers!



Foam and styrofoam!

◆  Foam and styrofoam (?)!
◆  More absorption in foam, because the wholes are 

open.!



Noise reductionby walls (generalisation for pupils)!

Reduction = Reflection + Absorption!



5. Technical knowledge  
    (sound and materials)!

c. Experiments with different barriers!



Intuitive ideas how to reduce noise!



Noise reduction at the source!



Noise reduction at the receiver!



Noise reduction  
by a barrier of different materials!



Noise reduction by a wall, window, ...!



Noise reduction by absorbing walls!



Noise reduction by avoiding sound along solids!



Noise reduction by avoiding sound along solids!

What we do" Effect noise reduction"



Noise reduction by avoiding sound along solids!



5. Technical knowledge  
    (sound and materials)!

d. Examples from everyday life!



Technical knowledge!

◆  Workers in noisy places should wear ear defenders. !
◆  Barriers such as lines of trees, or walls, can be used 

as barriers to reduce noise levels near sources such 
as motorways.!

◆  Hard, glossy surfaces such as glass, bricks and 
ceramic tiles are efficient reflectors; !

◆  porous surfaces such as carpets and curtains are 
good absorbers. These differences are important in 
the design of living rooms, recording studios and 
concert halls.!



Different walls in houses!



A noise absorber in a motorbyke!



IPN Curriculum Physik 8.2 Lärm!

The whole curriculum material in German language !
!

can be ordered as pdf-file by !
!

Hans.Niedderer@mdh.se!


